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PPP Identification, Screening,
and Feasibility

Course Description
The key to developing and executing a successful public-private
partnership program is following the plan outlined in the
PPP Project Cycle. As described by The World Bank, the PPP
Project Cycle consists of four phases: project identification
and screening; feasibility analysis; transaction; and contract
management.
This course breaks down the first two stages of this project cycle,
supplying participants with the tools they need to begin the
process of implementing public-private partnerships.
Through live webinar presentations with Q&A, virtual
discussions, hands-on exercises and self-paced learning,
participants will gain knowledge and skills that will enable them
to identify and screen projects that may be suitable for PPP
delivery, as well as appreciate and understand the analyses
necessary to prepare a project for successful PPP procurement.

Online Learning at its Best
IP3’s two-week online courses allow participants to interact with
top instructors and their own peers to develop a more in-depth
understanding of the PPP landscape.
These courses “meet” online for live video webinar sessions that
deliver students the opportunity to ask questions and receive
speedy answers, much like our in-classroom courses. In between
sessions, students have access to myriad resources, including
video presentations, interactive discussion forums, and quizzes
and knowledge checks.

Online Learning Includes

1

Learning Outcomes
Through successful completion of this course, participants
will be able to:
• Develop means for identifying potential PPP projects
• Utilize practical criteria for screening & evaluating projects
for PPP suitability
• Become familiar with PPP due diligence
• Oversee and manage specialist consultants conducting
feasibility studies
• Ability to draft PPP Concept Notes and Business Cases
• Increase likelihood of a successful PPP
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Who Will Benefit
• Staff from national, provincial, federal, state, and municipal
governments
• Members of planning organizations and boards
• Regulators and authorities for infrastructure utilities and
public services
• Legal, financial, construction and engineering professionals
• Staff of international donor organizations
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Course Contents
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

How Feasibility Studies Interrelate
PFRAM Analysis
Five-Case Method For Constructing A Business Case
Utility Of VFM Analysis
Financial Evaluation
Environmental Analysis
Legal And Political Considerations
Strategies To Evaluate Technical Issues

Become a Certified PPP Specialist
Completion of P-11 PPP Identification, Screening, and Feasibility is a contributing factor in obtaining IP3’s PPP
Specialist Certification.
This program provides an introduction to the core body of knowledge in public-private partnerships taught by IP3,
creating a world-class standard in PPP skills development.
Certification requirements include 24 CEUs and successful completion of a PPP Specialist exam.
IP3 is an accredited provider of Continuing Education Units (CEUs) as sponsored by the
International Association for Continuing Education and Training (IACET).
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